Repeated bacteremia and hepatic cyst infection lasting 3 years following pancreatoduodenectomy: A case report
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Abstract

BACKGROUND

Simple hepatic cysts are commonly occurring lesions that are usually asymptomatic and require no treatment. Hepatic cyst infection, however, is considered a severe complication. We report a case of hepatic cyst infection following pancreatoduodenectomy with repeated fever lasting for almost 3 years, and two cysts were infected successively.

CASE SUMMARY

A 72-year-old woman diagnosed with adenocarcinoma of duodenal papilla underwent pancreatoduodenectomy with Child reconstruction. She then suffered repeated occurrences of bacteremia and hepatic cyst infection for 3 years. Blood cultures were positive for Klebsiella pneumoniae and Escherichia coli a total of 7 times and 4 times, respectively. During the early stage, we suspected that postoperative reflux cholangitis was the cause of fever and bacteremia. Multiple cysts were observed, so it was difficult to determine which cyst was infected. Through repeat examination, we found the focus of infection, and we treated the patient with antimicrobials and performed percutaneous cyst drainage. The patient did not experience another cyst infection for more than 4 years.

CONCLUSION
Biliary reconstruction inducing hepatic cyst infection is easily misdiagnosed as biliary reflux infection. Repeated imaging examination is a method for identifying the infected focus.
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**Core Tip:** Biliary reconstruction can induce repeated hepatic cyst infection for multiple cysts. Repeated imaging examination is a good method for identifying the infected focus. Antimicrobial treatment and percutaneous cyst drainage are simple and effective method to control infection.

**INTRODUCTION**

Simple hepatic cysts are common lesions that are usually asymptomatic and require no treatment, with only 5% of patients suffering from bleeding, rupture, infection, or other complications. A reason that predisposes individuals to asymptomatic hepatic cyst infection is history of biliary surgery, and communication between the biliary tract and cysts has been observed in some cases. We report a case of hepatic cyst infection following pancreatoduodenectomy, in which repeated fever lasted for almost 3 years, and two cysts were infected successively. Treatment with antimicrobials was provided, and percutaneous cyst drainage was performed. The patient did not experience another relapse event for over 4 years.

**CASE PRESENTATION**

*Chief complaints*
A 72-year-old woman suffered from repeated fever, nausea and vomiting for 3 years following pancreatoduodenectomy, which had been aggravated for 2 d prior to her presentation at the hospital.

**History of present illness**

The patient presented with a complaint of repeated fever, sometimes accompanied by nausea and vomiting following pancreatoduodenectomy for 3 years. No associated abdominal pain, diarrhea, or melena was observed. Similar symptoms appeared repeatedly, once every 1-2 mo, with fever symptoms that gradually resolved 3-5 d after antibiotic treatment. Two days later, she became febrile again. The use of oral moxifloxacin tablets could not control the infection, and her body temperature reached 39.8 °C.

**History of past illness**

The patient underwent pancreatoduodenectomy with child reconstruction for adenocarcinoma of duodenal papilla 3 years prior. Histological analysis revealed a moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma at stage T2N0M0, Ia. The patient recovered well and was followed-up regularly. No evidence of local recurrence or distant metastasis was noted within 3 years after surgery. Multiple cysts of the liver were detected over more than 40 years but were asymptomatic. She also had hypertension, which was controlled with medication for more than 20 years.

**Physical examination**

The patient’s temperature was 39.8 °C, heart rate was 92 bpm, and blood pressure was 145/92 mmHg. Physical examination revealed yellowish skin and icteric sclera. The abdomen was soft with no abdominal pain or rebound pain.

**Laboratory examinations**
Laboratory findings revealed a white cell count of 8900/μL (reference value, 4,000 to 10,000/μL), neutrophil ratio of 90%, serum C-reactive protein concentration of 126 mg/dL (reference value, <8 mg/dL), serum gamma glutamic transpeptidase concentration (GGT) of 158 IU/L (reference value, 8 to 50 IU/L), serum alkaline phosphatase concentration (ALP) of 576 IU/L (reference value, 40 to 150 IU/L), serum total bilirubin (TBIL) level of 95 μmol/L (reference value, 3 to 22 μmol/L), serum direct bilirubin (DBIL) level of 76.5 μmol/L (reference value, 0 to 7 μmol/L), serum aspartate aminotransferase concentration (AST) of 55 IU/L (reference value, 15 to 40 IU/L), and serum alanine aminotransferase concentration (ALT) of 115 IU/L (reference value, 7 to 40 IU/L). In the past 3 years, blood culture was positive for Klebsiella pneumoniae and Escherichia coli 7 times and 4 times, respectively.

**Imaging examinations**

Preoperative computed tomography (CT) showed several asymptomatic hepatic cysts (Figure 1A). Abdominal CT performed 2 mo postoperatively did not reveal signs of hepatic cyst infection, such as an enhanced thickened wall, edema of the perilesional hepatic parenchyma or a significant increase in cyst diameter (Figure 1B). Abdominal CT performed 5 mo postoperatively (Figure 1C) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) performed 9 mo postoperatively (Figure 1D) both showed that the cyst on the lateral side of the right liver had significantly decreased in size, and the wall of the cyst was slightly thickened. The interior cyst appeared slightly enlarged, but it had a thin smooth wall and homogenous contents, and no edema was observed in the surrounding liver tissue. Three years postoperatively, a CT plain scan showed that the cyst on the lateral side of the right liver had disappeared and that the cyst on the inner side of the right lobe had obviously increased in size. Mild dilatation of the intrahepatic bile duct was also noted (Figure 1E).

**Further diagnostic work-up**
Enhanced CT revealed that the cyst on the inner side of the right lobe had obviously increased in size, had a thick wall and was surrounded by edema, with less pleural and peritoneal effusion (Figure 1F). The cyst showed obvious infection. The blood culture was positive for Klebsiella pneumoniae at this time.

**FINAL DIAGNOSIS**
Based on the patient history, laboratory examinations, and imaging examinations, the final diagnosis was cyst infection and infection of the biliary tract combined with bacteremia.

**TREATMENT**
We initially administered empiric antibiotics (cefoperazone/sulbactam 2 g q8 h), and then we did percutaneous transhepatic cyst drainage under CT guidance (Figure 1G). The cyst fluid appeared yellowish-brown and milky, which indicated infection with biliary communication. The body temperature gradually decreased to normal 4 d after drainage. She was discharged 14 d after drainage.

**OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP**
Two months after drainage was performed, the infected cyst had disappeared, and the drainage tube was removed (Figure 1H). No recurrence was observed during the 4 years after drainage (Figure 1I). At present, it has been more than 7 years since the operation, and the patient has not suffered from cyst infection or fever in more than 4 years.

**DISCUSSION**
Simple hepatic cysts are common and usually asymptomatic, only rarely causing symptoms and complications, such as infection, intracystic hemorrhage, rupture and obstructive jaundice[3]. As far as we know, no previous case reports have described hepatic cyst infection lasting over 3 years. There were two infected cysts in this case; the
first was cured after long-term antibiotic therapy, but the diameter of the second cyst increased significantly after infection, and the cyst had to be treated by drainage. This finding led us to wonder why the fever related to the second cyst infection was difficult to control with antibiotics alone. The main reason was that this cyst was large and compressed the bile duct and caused obstructive jaundice and severe infection along with cholangitis and bacteremia.

Due to the abnormal levels of the serum AST, ALT, ALP, and GTP, as well as the presence of fever and other evidence of an inflammatory response in the laboratory tests, such as an increased WBC count and CRP level, and because the patient had no history of liver cyst infection prior to surgery, we believed that the cause of the patient’s recurrent fever was cholangitis, which often occurs after pancreaticoduodenectomy. When the Oddi sphincter is resected after pancreaticoduodenectomy, the incidence of postoperative cholangitis ranges from 6%-25%[4-6]. However, it was later confirmed to be a hepatic cyst infection. The patient’s repeated episodes of fever did not recur after the infected cyst was drained.

The diagnosis of hepatic cyst infection usually needs to be confirmed with imaging findings, such as internal heterogeneity, liquid debris level, thickened wall and edge enhancement with peripheral edema[7]. However, in the early stage of infection, imaging examination may not always show positive results. In fact, changes in the cystic contents may not occur for at least one month after infection[8]. This patient did not exhibit imaging abnormalities until 4 mo after the first fever. Therefore, repeated imaging examinations should be performed in suspected patients.

In general, bacterial infection of a hepatic cyst may arise from the bile duct, the portal vein, hematogenous transmission, direct invasion of a nearby infected focus, or trauma[3]. The main route of infection is supposed to be biliary tract approach, as communication between the cyst and the bile duct has been frequently observed[2,3,9], and the causative bacteria are mostly intestinal bacteria such as Klebsiella pneumoniae and Escherichia coli[10]. This patient had no history of infected liver cysts prior to pancreaticoduodenectomy, so biliary reconstruction may be the cause of the infection.
Antimicrobial treatment alone is not sufficient to completely resolve cyst infection and prevent its recurrence, with 64% of patients requiring puncture drainage or surgical treatment[11]. Our case shows that antimicrobial treatment alone may cure hepatic cyst infection, but it requires long-term administration and repeated treatment, whereas antimicrobial treatment combined with percutaneous cyst drainage can control the infection quickly. If we had performed puncture and drainage earlier, the patient might not have needed such a long duration of antibacterial treatment.

Therefore, biliary reconstruction should be considered a risk factor for hepatic cyst infection. We suggest that hepatic cyst infection be treated with antibiotics followed by puncture and drainage. Of course, for multiple cysts, it is also important to identify which cysts are infected.

CONCLUSION

Biliary reconstruction can induce hepatic cyst infection, which is easily misdiagnosed as biliary reflux infection, and it can be difficult to identify the infected focus during the early stage when multiple cysts are present. Repeated imaging examination is a good method for identifying the infected focus. Antimicrobial treatment and percutaneous cyst drainage represent a simple and effective method to control infection.

Figure Legends

**Figure 1 Imaging examinations.** A: Computed tomography (CT) revealed 3 Large cysts and some small cysts; B: Abdominal CT performed 2 mo postoperatively did not reveal signs of hepatic cyst infection; C and D: CT and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) both showed that the size of the cyst on the lateral side of the right liver (arrow) was also significantly reduced, and the wall of the cyst was slightly thickened. Abdominal CT performed 5 mo postoperatively (C); abdominal MRI performed 9 mo postoperatively (D); E: Three years postoperatively, a plain CT scan revealed that the cyst on the lateral side of the right liver had disappeared and that the size of the cyst on the inner side of the right lobe had increased obviously; F: Enhanced CT scan revealed that the cyst had
a thick wall and was surrounded by edema, and there was less pleural and peritoneal effusion; G: Percutaneous transhepatic drainage of the cyst under CT guidance; H: The infectious cyst disappeared 2 mo after percutaneous transhepatic drainage; I: There was no recurrence of cyst infection 4 years after drainage.
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